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Who Are We?

• CSC Covansys, formerly Covansys, is a wholly owned CSC entity, acquired by CSC in 2007.
• “CSC Covansys” and “CSC” may be used interchangeably.
• CSC is an industry leader in providing information systems solutions to state governments and private companies around the world.
• CSC has a long history with the WIC program, providing services such as design and implementation of new systems; transfer of existing WIC systems; and operational services since 1976.
• CSC has distinguished itself as one of the largest national providers of IT services to the public sector.
• CSC’s Web site is www.csc.com
WIC Corporate Qualifications

• WIC Banking
  – CSC currently provides banking services to 36 WIC, Farmers Market and Senior Farmers Market Programs
  – CSC provides EBT ACH banking services to New Mexico and Pueblo of Isleta

• SAM Products
  – CSC developed the Spirit System and currently provides implementation and maintenance services
  – CSC is currently developing the Crossroads System

• New Mexico Settlement and Offline Card Issuance

• CAMS II (Card Activation Management System)
Vision for the EBT Market

• Single Interface
  – Offline EBT
  – Online EBT
  – MIS Interface
  – SAM Interface

• Minimal impact to the Vendor community

• Hosting Options for Offline and Online EBT Solutions

• Ability to mix Offline and Online EBT inside a state at the Local Agency or Clinic level
WIC EBT Product Offerings

- Offline development and hosting
- Online development and hosting
- Single source integration with SAM and MIS products
- Universal Interface compliant
- EBT Banking Services
- **End to end integrated WIC solution**
THANK YOU

For EBT related questions please e-mail wic-ebt@csc.com